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The purpose of this thesis is to study a restricted multivariate 
AF.MA model, called the Homogeneou s Model. This model is def i ned as 
one in which each univariate component of the multivariate model i s 
of t h e same ord er in p and q as it is in the multivariate model. 
From a mathematical respect, multivariat e ARMA model is homogeneous 
if , an d only if, its coefficient matrices are diagonal. From a physic a l 
re spec t, the present observation of a phenomenon can be modeled only 
by it s own past observation and its present and past "errors." 
The estimation procedures are developed based on maximum likeli-
hood method and on O'Con ne ll' s method for univariate model. 
The homoge neous model is evaluated by four types of data. Those 
data a re generated reflecting different degrees of nonhomogeneity. 
I t is found that the homogeneous model is sensitive to depa rtures from 
the homoge neou s assumptions . Small departures cause no serious problem, 




A mathematical model is often used to describe the behavior of a 
physical phenomenon. However, unknown and unpredictable factors do not 
permit deterministic models. Stochastic models are defined that can 
be used to predict future behavior as the probability of a future value 
lying between two specified limits. 
Box and Jenkins (1 970) f irst proposed the Afil'iA(p,q) time series 
stochastic model, which can be used to generate the values of some 
time-dependent quantity. The name ARMA(p,q) denotes a combination of 
autoregressive (AR) and moving average (MA) models. Autoregressive 
model is a way of expressing each observation in terms of past obser-
vations. The number pis an integ er denoting the number of past obser-
vation or autoregressive terms in t he model. The moving average model 
is a way of expressing each observation in terms of current and past 
disturbances. The value q is an integer denoting the number of past 
disturbances used in the model. Such models may be either univariate 
or multivariate. The ARMA(p,q) is expressed in this form: 
-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ 
clz l+C ~Z 2+ ... +c Z +E -E E l -E 2€ ?- .•. -E E t- L t- p t-p t 1 t- t-~ q t-q (1) 
-+ -+ 
where Z 7 t' l..,t- k' ... ' 
-+ Z are the vectors of values whose elements are t-p 
ra ndom variables relating process values at time t, t-1, t-2, ... , t-p, 
-+ 
. .. s are inde pe nde nt vector random errors distributed with t-q 
N( O,G) at time t, t-1, 
... ' t-q respectively. C1. ,i .=l and E. 2 , . . . ,p J, 
._ 1 2 are coefficient matrices. J-' , ... ,q 
2 
Two methods of estimating the parameters C., E., and Gare availa-
i J 
ble for the general multivariate model: 
1. Method of Moments (O'Connell, 1974). This method is to use 
lag- zer o, lag-one, lag-two cross-correlation matrices to derive coeffi-
cient matrices C., E ., and covarianc e matrix G. It does not require any 
l J 
assumption as to the distribution from which the data is derived. On 
the other hand, it does not possess the desirable property of asymptotic 
efficiency (i.e., achie ve the Cramer-Roe bound). Besides, it i s impossi-
ble to correct for bias as is done by O'Connell (1974) with the method 
of moment in univariate series. Also, the estimation is restricted to 
the p=l, q=l case. 
2. Maximum Likelihood method (Box and Jenkins, 1970).. This method 
requires the assumption of the distribution. The es timates are known to 
be asymptotically efficient and are cons idered better than those of 
O'Connell especially when moving average paramete rs are present (Ledolter, 
1978). The method is virtually impossible to use in the general multi -
variate case due to a large number of parameters which require numerical 
optimization procedures for estimation. 
The general multivariate model (1) possesses the characteristic that 
univariate (or subset) processes are not necessa rily of the same order 
in both moving average and autoregres sive components. Ledoleter (1978) 
has shown that individual series from a multivariate AR process follow 
a univaria te a utoregressive model, but of higher order and with corre-
lated residuals. The same can be shown for the moving average components. 
This results in the logical problem in which a univariate component of 
the model is not of the same order individually as in the multivariate 
3 
model. This causes a difficulty because the most natural method of 
understanding multivariate phenomenon is to first study the univariate 
cases and then generalize. For the unrestricted ARMA model, generaliza-
tion is not necessarily possible. 
Due to the weakness mentioned above, a restricted ARMA model is 
s tudied in this thesis. The model is defined to be one in which each 
univariate component of the multivariate model is of the same order in 
p and q as it is in the multivariate model or in any subset of the mul-
tivariate model which contains the component. Thus, we can follow the 
nature process to build models, starting with simpler univariate descrip-
tion and generalizing to the multivariate, based on information secured 
from the univariate study. The model is called a homogeneous model (HM). 
The purpose of this project is two fold. First, t o character ize the 
HM ln terms of its parameteric and covariance structure. Second, to 
develop estimation procedures based on ML method and O'Connell's method 
for the univariate model. The model will be evalua t ed using the Monte 
Car lo technique only by ML method due to O'Connell's univaria t e estima-
tion is difficult to apply on Monte-Carlo procedure. Those above will 
be accomplished in the following manner . 
1 . Generate homogene ous data and estimate the lag 0,1,2 correla-
tion matrices using ML method to est ima te t he model paramet ers. Then 
compa r e the computed statistics with the s ame correlation matrices 
derive d from the true model parameters. The purpose is to evaluate 
homogeneous model from homogeneous data by ML method. 
4 
2. Generate nonhomogeneous data and estimate the correlation ma-
tr ice s by ML method and compare these estimation values with the true 
values as in 1. The purpose is to evaluate how well the model works 
with data from a nonhomogeneous system . 
In Chapter II, the homogeneous model is characterized from both 
theo r etical and physical respects. The method of ML estimation for 
univariate model is descr i b ed i.n Chapter III. 0 ' Connell '·s univariate 
estimation method is described in Chapter IV. In Chapter V, the lag 
0,1,2 corre lat ion matrices are estimated by ML method from both homo-
geneo us and nonhomogeneous data and compared with the corresponding 
statistics computed using the model pa r ameters used to generate the 
data. O'Connell's general multivariate method of moment is tried here 
to evaluate ML method. The conclusions of this study are also summarized 
in this chapter. 
CHAPTER II 
CHARACTERIZATION OF MULTIVARIATE 
HOMOGENEOUS ARMA MODEL 
5 
The homogeneous Afilt~ model as defined in Chapter I posse ssP.s the 
property of preserving the ARMA order of every subset of components of 
the system. In this chapter, the homogeneous model is characterized in 
both mathematical and physical respects. 
Mathematical characterization 
The following defines the homogeneous model in mathematical terms. 
Theorem--The ARMA(p,q) model in Equation 1 is homogeneous if, and 
only if, the matrices C . . _1 ? and E .. 1 2 are d iago nal. 1,1- , - ,···,P J,J= , , •.. ,q 
Proof--If matrices C. and E. are diagonal, then as it is, every 
l J 
vector subset of the original variable has the model formed by taking 
the corresponding subset of the rows of the C. and E. matrices. Since 
l J 
these are diagonal, the subset matrix of the rows can be redefined to 
-+ be diagonal and the s t vector shortened to include only those elements 
necessary. 
Conversely, if matrices C. and E. are not diagonal, suppose that 
l J 
one (or more) of the C. and E. have one or more off-diagonal elemen ts 
l J 
that are nonzero, then it follows directly from the proof of the incon-
sistency referre d to by Ledolter (1978) that there exists a marginal 
univariate model with autoregressive order greater than p. 
For example, suppose there is one non~zero off-diagonal element 
of E1 in the ARMA(l,l) model in the following equation: 
6 
(_2) 
Suppose it is the (1,2) element of E1 , let b 1 represent the first 
-+ 
r ow vector of E1 . Then Equation 3 represents the first element of Zt, 
i.e., z 1 t, 
z t,l c 1zt-l,l + E -e E -e'E t,l 1 t-1 , 1 1 t-1,2 
(3) 
Thus, the vector b1 
!t _l(eiEt-1,2) into 
results in the i nclusion of the second element of 
the model for z 1 t, Since this element cannot be 
incorporated in the "error" term at time t ( i.e., E 1), th e '3rr or t, 
structure does not have the univariate moving average form. 
It has been shown that no off-diagonal elements of C .. _1 2 i,i-' , ..• ,p 
nor E . , 2 can be nonzero or the ARMA(p,q) model will not pre-j,J=.1., , .•• ,q 
serve at least one univariate subset. Thus, the theorem is proven. 
Maximum likelihood estimation for the nonhomogeneous model involves 
n
2(p+q+l) parameter s where n is the dimension of Zin the model. Simul-
2 taneous numerical optimization is required which involves n (p+q) para-
meters. Thus, for example (2), a system with five variables requires 
numerical optimization on 50 parameters. By contrast, the homogeneous 
model involves n(p+q) parameters. For t he five variable case , it is 
10 parameters only. Numerical optimization on 50 variables seems 
questionable, while on 10 it is reasonable. 
Physical characterization 
It is important to investigate on intuitive grounds the effect of 
the r es trictions as compared with the general ARMA models. The most 
notable effect due to the diagonal nature of the C. and E. matrices ]._ J 
is that the historical contribution to the present value of a given 
7 
+ 
variable of the random vector Z is limited to the historic value of thac 
same variable. This does not at all imply independence because the pre-
tl "(" -:) sent error 1.e., ~t can be a correlated random vector. As time pro-
+ gresses, e.g., as time t becomes t+l, the values in st, as they contri-
+ bute to the then present value of Zt, contribute to the new present 
-+ 
value only as modified by a constant specific to each element in st. 
For example, suppose the homogeneous model were used to model yearly 
flow volumes of several streams in a large basin. The restrictions 
imply that for a given stream, the present flow volume Z . ca n be i,t 
molded by the present and past "errors" ( st and E: 1 ) and past stream-t-_ 
f low in that stream drainage area (Z. · 1) and no other areas. 1,t- The 
"e r rors" may be correlated, but only what actually happened in the 
past in the given area is what influences streamflow in that area. 
This i mpl ies that if, for example, one s tream in the system receives 
consid e rable recharge from groundwater originating in the area of another 
str e am in the system, the homogeneous model would not be applicable. 
In the next chapter, estimation procedure by Maximum Likelihood is 
described and discussed. 
8 
CHAPTER III 
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTI MATION METHOD 
Maximum Likelihood Estimation and O'Connell's me thod, i.e., bias-
cor rec t method of moments, are the two approaches used in this thesis 
to estimate parameters. In this chapter, the estimation procedure by 
the maximum likelihood method is des cribed. 
With the definition of Multivariate Homogeneous ARMA Model, the 
coefficient matrices C. and E. in Equation 1 are diagonal, and it 
1. J 
possesses the property that the order of individual series contained 
within a multivariate model are of the same order in both p and q. 
Therefore, in this paper, univariate estimation by MLE is described 
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for the maximum likelihood method. Standard multivariate estimation by 
conditional MLE (Ledolter, 1978) is used to estimate the varianc e-
covariance matrix G. 
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Maximum likelihood estimation 
The maximum likelihood method of estimation is reviewed in this 
-+ 
section. Let Z' = (z 1 ,z 2 , .•. ,zn) be a sample of n independent observa-
-+ 
tions from a population with density f(z,R) where R' = (r 1 ,r 2 , ... ,rk) 
is a vecto r of parameters. The likelihood function is defined 
n 
-+ -+ L(Z,R) = IT 
i=l 
-+ f (z. ,R) 
l 
Note that this is the joint density of the observations. It seems 
reasonable that the likelihood (i.e., probability density) of a sample 
using the true density should be high relative to that computed from 
any other density. Estimation by maximum likelihood chooses parameter 
values which maximize the likelihood function. When possible, the sim-
plest method is to solve the set of equations constructed fro m the 
-+-+ , -+-+ derivation of l(Z,R) = log(.L(Z,R) ) with respect to the parameter equal 
to zero. 
-+ -+ 
cH(Z, R) = O 
clr. i = 1,2, ... ,k 
l 
Estimation of the parameters of the ARMA(p,q) is based upon this 
principle. The problem is more complex, however, and has given rise 
to two different methods originated by Box and Jenkins (1970). These 
methods are discussed in the following sections. 
Conditional maximum 
likelihood estimation 
Suppose that n original observations form a time series which we 
denote by z1 ,z 2 , ... ,zn, assume that this series is generated by Equation 
1. The mean u can be estimated as z = 
n 1 r zt, and a new sequence of 
n t=l 
10 
observations defined as w = z --z, E(wt) = 0 can be written as t t 
w = <P1w 1+<P2w 2+ ... +¢ w +E -81E l-82E 2- ... -8 E (4) t t- t- p t-p t t - t- q t-q 
The term Et may be defined as 
Et = wt-¢ 1w 1-¢>2w 2- ... -¢ wt -I-£ - 81 E 1-8 2E ? - .. . -8 E (5) t- t - p _-p t t- t-- q t-q 
Thew's cannot be substituted immediately into Equation 5 to calcu-
late the E' s because of the difficulty in initiating the model in Equation 
5. However, suppose that the p values of W* of w's and the q values of 
E* of the s 's prior to the commencement of thew series were given. Then 
the values E .. _
1 
A could be calculated. Assuming E . are normally 
l,l- ,L, •.• n l. 
distributed, the joint distribution (i.e., the likelihood function) of 
-+ 
the Et is 
The log likelihood associated with the parame ter values cl,0,0 ) , condi-E 
tional on t he choise of w*, s* (starting value) would then be 
-+ -+ 
-+ -+ l*(q,,0,o lw*,s*) - -nlogo -E E 
S*(¢ ,0 ) 
20 2 
E 





The conditional likelihood 1($,0,0 2) involves the data only through £ 
the conditional sum of squares function. It follows from the normal 
11 
assumption, that values of the elements of¢ and 0 which minimize S*($, 
0) maximizing L(l,0,0 2) and the resulting least squares estimated repre-
E 
sent ML estimates. 
Unconditional maximum 
likelihood estimation 
The unconditional log -likel ihood function for a sequence of n obser-
vation assumed to have been generated by Equation 4 is given as 
-+ -+ 2 
l(<I>,0,o ..... ) = 
t:. 
-+ -+ 






where f(<P,0) is a function of <P and 0. The unconditional sum of squares 
function is given as -
-+-+ n -+::t-+2 S(<P,0) = I {Etj<P,~,W} 
t=-<X> 
( 8) 
where {E 1t,0,w} = E{Etj$,0,w}, E{Et/¢,0,W} denotes the expectation of 
-+ ::t -+ Et conditional on ¢,~ ,W which is different from Conditional Likelihood 
estimation as conditional on starting value W*, E*. As f(¢,0) is 
usually uni mportant for moderate to large n, (Box and Jenkins, 1970) 
co ntours of S(¢,0) closely approximate contours of log-likelihood. 
Hence, least squares estimates obtained through minimizing s(l,0) in 
Equation 7 will usually pr ovide close ap proximation to ML estimates. 
Ideally, the unconditional likelihood function sho uld be used for 
parameter estimation (Box and Jenkins, 1970), but suitable choices of 
W*, E* allow a sufficient approximation to the unconditional likelihood 
function for moderate to large n by using the conditional likelihood 
function. One choice for the elements of s* and W* would be the uncon-
ditional expectation of Et and wt which are zero. However, if the 
12 
values of some of the autoregressive parameters lie near boundaries, then 
this approximation may not be sufficient. A more reliable procedure is 
to calculate the values of £t from Equation 5 for £p+l t==l, 2, ••. 
setting previous £t values to zero. Hence, the sum of squares S* will 
then be derived from (n-p) values of Et' but the slight loss of informa-
tion would be unimportant £o r lo ng series (Box and Jenkins, 1970). How-
ever, for short series, the best approach is to work with the uncondi-
tional log-likelihood function. 
General procedure for calculating 
the unconditional sum of squares 
Whil e the conditional expectat ion Et is linear in the elements of 
-+ 
the µa r amete rs set <P, it may be shown to be nonlinear in the elements 
of the set 0. Consequently, techniques which rely on s($,0) being 
quadratic in the parameters, such as linear least squares, are not 
s tr ic tly applicable. Box and Jenkins (1970) suggest how Et may be 
suit ably linearized and how linear least squares te chniques may then 
be applied iteratively to obtain ML estimates, provided reasonable 
initial guess at t he parameter values are available. However, more 
gen er al optimizat i on techniques for f i nding the greates .t or least 
val u e of a function without calculating derivatives a re now widely 
avai l able, and may be applied to minimize the function S(¢,0). 
In evaluating Equation 8, co nditional expectations are taken in 
Equat ion 5 to yield a value of · frti¢,0,W}. As the recurrence rela-
tionship starts with t~l and proceeds forward, values w .. _ 0 1 -J,J-' , ... 
are requ ire d to start off the forw a rd recurre nce relationship. In 
order to provide those values, Box and Jenkins (1970) define ARHA(p,q) 
process using a forward shift operator 
and define the value of thew at time tin terms of a set of random 
t 
shocks ot,ot+l'ot+2'··· 
<P(F)w = 0(F)o 
t t 
which may be written in recurrent form as 
As w t,t=l,2, ..• ,n are distributed independen tl y of o =O _1 _2 t,t , , , ..• 
Rearranging Equation 9 as 
the values w,w_ 1 ,w_ 2 , ... ,w_m may be calculated until w_m has become 
sufficiently small as I¢. I <l. (Refer examples of Box and Jen.kins, 
l 
1970, p. 215-219). 
13 
(9) 
Using Equation 5, values E ,E _,_1 , ... ,s 0 ,£ 1 , ..• ,E are calculated -m -ur, n 
assuming that w is effectively zero, which means that E .~o, for 
-m -J 
j>ni-1. The unconditional sum of squares S ($,0) is obtained through 
su.mmi ng th e E:quares of all the calc ulated Et values. 
Estililation of variance-
covariance matrix 
Regarding the estimation of variance-covariance matrix G, the 
method 0£ multivariate conditional maximum likelihood estimated sug-
geste d by Ledolter (1978) is a generalization of the iterative estimation 
procedure originat e d by Box and Jenki::.1s (1970) for the univariate case. 
14 
Let S be a column vector of unknown parameters ¢1 ,¢2 , ... ,¢p, 01 , 
02 , •. •• eq. 
-+ 
<I>il 
-rj~ i 1,2, ... ,p <I>. = 0. l J j = 1,2, ... ,q 
<I>. 
~jmj im 
and G is the variance-covariance matrix, then the multivariate maximum 
likelihood functions can be developed from Equation 5 as follows: 
n 
-;t I-+ -+ -+ 1(1:5,G z1 ,z 2 , ••• ,z ) 
- n 
11
---;; { 1 n-+ -1-+ , 
= G , - exp - 2 L E: ' ( t) G E ( t) ; t=l 
The lo g-likelihood function is then 
n I I 1 + -1-+ 
- 2 {log G +; L E'(t)G E(t)} t=l 
The conditional estimate of G which was derived by Ledolter (1974) is 
given by 
1 n-+ -+ 
G = - L E1 (t)E(t) (10) 
n t=l 
In the next chapter, O'Connell's estimation method is introduced. 
CHAPTER IV 
O'CONNELL'S ESTIMATION METHOD 
15 
Besides ML method, another estimatio n method for the multivariate 
homogeneous model uses O'Connell's (1974) univariate estimation by the 
method of moments with a bias correction. In this chapter, this method 
is reviewed and discussed. 
The O'Connell's multivariate model as shown below is parameteriz ed 
differently fro m the general multivariate model sho"WU in Equation 1. 
O'Connell's model is 
-+ -+ -+o ------o X = AX +BE -CE t t-1 t t-1 (11) 
The differences are, fir st, the model is limited to p=l, q=l, i.e., ARMA 
(1,1) due to difficulties of estimating higher order terms. Seco nd, 
0 0 
elemen ts in the model are represented differently, • c-1. e., "'t' Et-l are 
independent vectors random errors distributed with N(O,I) at time t, 
-+ -+ 
t-1. Also Xt' Xt-l are standardized vectors in which x t: (xt-u)/o, 
x 1=(x 1-u)/o, u is the mean of the process, a is th e series variance, t- t-
-+-+-+ 
-+ -+ -+ A,B,C a re coefficient matrices with respect to Xt-l' Et' Et-l' How-
ever, thi s model can be adjusted to correspond to general ARMA(l,l), 
model (2) in the following way: 
-+ Let DX 
t 
Multiplying Equation 11 by D, gives 
16 
equals 
-+ -+ -1-+ AZ 1+s t-CB s l t- t-
so, model Eguation 1 Eguation 2 
A = C 
CB-l E 
(DB)'(DB) = G 
which shows to estimate parameter A,B,C is equivalent to estimate para-
meter C,E in Equation 2. Therefore, in this paper, O'Connell's uni-
variate estimation may be used to estimate parameters ¢1 ,¢", ... ,¢ and ~ 1ll 
--, 1810< .. 0 
....., 
C = 
~l~;:: · .o j 
E = 
.<P l o ..... · e O..... m I m 
½ 
and also standard multivariate estimat ion by conditional MLE (Ledolter, 
1978) as used in Chapter III is suggested here to esti mate the co 1rari anc e 
mdtr Lx G. 
The most significant difference b e tween O'Connell's univariate esti-
mation and the MLE is that it incorporates consideration of a measure of 
long-term persistence h, called the Hurst Coefficient. 
Pers istence is the tendency for a high observation (e.g., stream-
flow) to be followed by high observations and a low outcome to be 
followe d by low outcomes. Hurst (1951, 1956) made the remarkable empiri-
cal discovery that a host of geophysical time series obeyed one univer-
sal, probabilistic law, specified by one parameter, O<h<l, which . 
governed the duration and intensity of periods of aboveandbelow average 
outcomes. 
17 
Two methods are used to estimate Hurst Coef f icient h: 
Method I 
Suppose x1 ,x 2, ... xn denote a sequence of data over n years. Let 
x denote the sample mean and define 
Let k be the fi rst k years. 







Ex . - k 




represent the excess or deficiency relative to the amount removed up to 
th the k ye ar. Defining 
= max D~ 
= min D* k 
l<k<n 
l <k<n 
as the larg es t excess and greatest deficiency respectiv el y over the 
s tead y ou t cc~ e during then years. The quantity 
is known as the raP~e of cumulative departures from the sample mean. 
Hurst found R to vary with n as 
h R/S "'n 
whe re S denotes the sample standard deviation of the time series of 
le ngth n, his a constant, R/S is referred to as the rescaled range. 




where K denotes the resulting estimate of the population coefficient h. 
Thus, K was defined for each time series as 
K = logR-logS 
logn-log2 
Hurst (1951, 1956) collected 900 annual time series comprising stream-
flow and precipitation .. . etc . records , and found values of K which 
ranged from .46 to .96 with a mean of .729 and a standard deviation of 
.092 over all phenomena . 
Method II 
The second method was proposed by Mandelbrot and Wallis (.1969b) 
which provides a n estimate demoted by H. This method consists of the 
following three steps: 
1) A record of length n is divided into N subsamples of length, 
n, where 3<n <n. The subsamples may or may not overlap, and the 
s s 
s election of the subsample length n is made such that a uniform 
s 
spacing of n is achieved on a logarithmic scale. 
s 
2) The rescaled range R/S is computed for each subsample of 
length n. 
s 
3) A least square lines is fit ted to the mean R/S for each sub-
s ample size in the range n 0<n5 <n, where n is chosen on the grounds of 
an in iti a l non-linear transient in the plot of log(R/S) against logn. 
The slope of the fitted least square line yields the estimate H. 
This diagram is referred to as the 11pox-diagram." 
19 
Bias correction 
However, it was found by Matales and Wallis (1970) that both Kand 
Hare biased estimators, with K displaying greater bias than H; but K 
was found to have smaller variance than H. The bias in both estimators 
decreases slowly with n, the sample size. 
The problem of bias correction was circumvented by O'Connell (1974) 
through defining E(K) or E(H) , the expected value of Kor Hin sample 
n n 
of size n for a process. Invariably, Monte-Carlo simulation is 
necessarily used to define E(H) or E(K) for a process. 
n n 
In defining the small sample properties of estimates of h for a 
process, a choice must be made between Hand K. Since H suffers from a 
major deficiency i n that no universal rule exists for defining the set 
of sub-series to be used, or for estimating the slope of the "pox-
diagram," and K does not suffer f rom such a deficiency and i s also 
quicker to compute. Accordingly, K was used by O'Connell (1974} in 
the simulation experiments to define E(K) for ARMA(l, 1) process. 
n 
Agreement with Hurst Law 
To examine the ability of ARMA(l,l) process to model Hurst's 
law accurately for values of n comparable with the longest geophysical 
records available, a simulation approach was adopted and a detailed 
account of the simulation experiments conducted for this purpose has 
been presented by O'Connell (1971). Over 250 "pox-diagrams" corres-
ponding to a number of combinations of¢ and 0 were constructed, and 
good overall agreement with Hurst's law was observed up to moderate to 
large value of n. 
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The simulation experiments for defining E(K) were extended to 
n 
large values of n. Sample of size n = 25,50,100 ,250,500,1000, 250 0, 
5000,10000 were generated and estimates of the lag-one autocorrelation 
o1 and K were made for each sequence. T¾e estimation of K has been 
described above. The lag-one autocorrelation is estimated by 
n-1 1 n-1 n-1 1 n-1 
· { E xi- n-l E x.H I: x.+ 1 ---=I E x.+ 1 } i=l i=l l i =l l n i=l l 
(x.- _1 E x.) }{ I: (x:.+l--=i 2.. x.+ 1 ) } 
1 n-1 2 n-1 1 n:l 2} 1/2 
l n i=l i i=l l n i=l i 
and for the ARYiA(l,l) model it is equal to 
P1 
(~-8)(1-~8) (13) 2 (1-8 - 2¢8) 
A 
- A 
Estima t es of E(K) and E(p)n, denoted by E(K) ,E(p) were then de r ived 
n n n 
by averaging tne ~espective SLat ~sti cs over the total number of 
realizations. 
For selection of valu es of¢ and 8, tables of E(K)n and E(p 1) have 
have been abstracted for sample size n = 25,50,100. The value of E(K) 
n 
and E(p 1)n, each derived from 10,000 samples of size n are presented by 
O'Connell (1979) in Tables 4.1-4.6 which are reproduced in Appendix C. 
For sample size 25, the range of K values which can be modelle d for all 
the selected values of¢ and 8 is approximately .65-.80 while for sample 
size 50 and 100, the corresponding r ange are .65-.85 and .65-.87 res-
pec t ively . 
The procedure to estimate par arneLer cp1 and 6 i,i=l,2, ... ,m is as 
follows: 
1. Derive estimates p1 ,K from a historic sequence of length n. 
2. From O'Connell's Tables 4.1-4.6, identify va lues of¢ and 
e such that 
E(K) ~ p 
and 




Despite the advantage of O'Connell's univariate estimation, that 
is the bias correction to ensure the presentation of the Hurst Coeffi-
cient, it is difficult to apply Monte-Carlo simulation to O'Connell's 
procedure. This is because no direct relationship ca n be found between 
K, p, ¢, and 8 . Therefore, in the ne xt chapter, a two-dimensional 
homogeneous model is to be evaluated only by method of }fLE. Monte-
Carlo methods will be used to measure th e mean squared deviation of 
the sample lag 0,1 and 2 correlat ion mat ric e s from the population 
values . O'Connell's multivariate estimation method of moments was 
at tempted in order to compare it with the estimation by Maximum Like-
li hood, but no satisfactory result was obtained due to diffic c:•.ties 
encountered in estimation. Limited results using O'Connell's method 
are reported in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER V 
EVALUATION OF HOMOGENEOUS MODEL 
Introduction 
ML method of estimation described in Chapter III is used in this 
chapter to estimate parameters in a Monte-Carlo expe riment. The homo-
geneous model is evaluated by generating different sample seque nce 
using a known model, estimating the parameters by ML method, then 
comparing the results in the following ways: 
(a) Compare the estimated model parameters with the respective 
population parameters. 
(b) Compare the sample lag 0,1 and 2 correlation matrices as com-
puted from estimated model parameters with the same parameters computed 
from the population model parameters. 
From these comparisons, how well the homogeneous model works on 
homogeneous data or nonhomogeneous data can be observed. The corre-
lation matrices constitute a measure of multivariate model performance, 
also, the mean square error shows the precision of estimation. 
Following is the description of the program in this thesis. The 
Monte -Carlo simulation i s used to evaluate homogeneous model from 
different types of Jat a . For simplicity, ARMA(l,l) model with a two-
dimensional variable is sinu::.ated. 
Let the model ARMA(l,l) adjusted from Equation 2 into the form of 
Equation 4 as shown below: 
+ + + CW 1+E: -EE l t- t t- (14) 
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.9 0 .4 
.: j(a) C E = 0 .8 0 
be the parameters used to generate homogeneous data. 1~ree other sets 
of coefficient matrices C,E are used to generate data reflecting di£-
ferent degrees of unhomogeneity as shown below. 
' 
- , 


















( d) C = r-9 .7 E 
.4 .1 
-, 
I .1 .8 .1 .2 
I ,_ 
Let model variance-covariance matrix be defined as 
G 
From Box and Jenkins (1970), it follows that 
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2 2 ( 1-¢ .. ) ; c 1 +e .. -2 ¢ . . e .. ) 





. 432 . 2324 
G = 
.2324 .5 I 
J 
To construct synthetic data from Equation 14, let SS'=G, S=Uv112 , 
where Vis the matrix with each diagonal element representing an indi -
,_? 
vidual charQcteristic root, V.,_ - is obtained from the square root of 
diagonal elements, and U is the matrix of characteristic vector corres-
ponding to each characteristic root of matrix G. Eis the generating 
-+ -+ 
random number distr.,_b:..:~£ct w:i.c'n N(O, I), so S£=£ is then distributed with 
N(O, G), since 
-++ -++ E(SEE'S') = SE(EE')S' =SIS'= G 
Using the parameters C,E defined above and the random error se-
quence E ,E 1 _ 1 ~ 80 , 400 series each of length 80 is t t- , t-_,, . , ... ' 
generated. 
In order to prohibit the nonstationary sequence which may occur at 
t he beginning of generation, the first 19 data are deleted from whole 
length, and replace the 1st data by the 20th, then start all over again. 
So the 80 data is actually generated beginning with 20t h. For each ser-
ies of data, ML method as described in Chap t er I II is used to estimate 
parameter C,E, and G. In the program, subroutine FTMXL (INSL, 1979), 
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which is a program of univariate, conditional MLE to estimate C and E, 
is used. 
Expected values of 
correlation matrices 
Lag 0,1 and 2 correlation matrices are to be computed directly 
from those parameters . It is shown below how to obta in the direct 
relationship between parameters and correlation matrices M0 , M1 , M2 . 
-+ -+ -+ Let w ,w 1 , ... ,w +l be a series of n observations from model t t- t-n 
14, then 
-+ -+ -+ 
Cw 1+Et-EE l t- t-
-+ 
wt-n+l === 
->- -+ -+ Cw +E -EE t-n t-n+l t-n 
-+ Starting from the bottom, replace the wt-n+l in the right side of 
the next to last equation by its expression in the last equation. Then 
• -+ proceed upward, replacing thew +· on the right by the previously t-n 1 
-+ deriv e d ex p r es s ion. Tlte fin a l res ult for w • t lS 
2-+-+ -+ -+ -+-+ 
C (Cw 3-st 2-EE 3)-CEE 2+(C-E)E l+Et t- - t- t- t-
............. .............. ... ... .. ..... 
n+ n + 2 + + 
=Cw +C {C-E)w +J+ ... +c )C-E)E 3+C)C-E)£~ 2 t-n t-n _ t- L-
+ + 
+ (C-E)E 1+c t- t 
As n goes to infinity, the result is 
+ + + + ? + 
wt Et+( C-E) E 1+C(C-E)E 2+c-(C-E)E 3+ ... t- t- t-
From E(wtw~), the lag O variance-covariance matrix v0 is 
V 
0
=E(; ti~) =Cn-lEG(Cn-l) '+Cn- 2 (C-E) G(C-E) 'Cn- 2 + ... + 
D(C- E)G(C-E) 'C+(C-E)G(C-E) '+G 
The lag 1 variance-covariance matrix v1 is 
C(C-E)G(C-E)'+(C-E)G 













Since lag 0,1,2 variance-covariance matri ces are d efin ed as fol low-
ing forms: 
r•• •c-
+ + V =E(w w') 0 t t 




p .. CJ .CJ . 
lJ l J 




P . . a.a. 






In 2x2 case 
2 p 1 (l)o 1 ... 2 p2 (l)o 2 
.••• p .. ( l)o .o. 
l.J ]_ J 
p .. (1) a. a . . . : . 
Jl. J l • 2 
p (l)o 
m ro 
where E(w.w.)==p.(1)0: i=j l.J ]_ ]_ 
E (w.w . )= p .. (l)o.o. 
1. J 1.J 1. J 
i#j 
r "') 2 




2 p2 (2)o 2 
..• . p .. (2)0.0. 
• 1.J l J V =E(w w' ) 2 t t-2 
P .. (2)0.0 .. . :. 
Jl. J ]_ 2 
p (-2)0 
m m 
where E(w.w .)=p.(2 )o. i=j l.J 1. l 
E(w .w.)=p .. (2)0.0. ifj 
1. J 1.J 1. J 
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The lag 0,1, and 2 correlation matrices M0 ,M1 ,M2 can be obtained 
fr om v0 ,v 1 , v2 by; let each ele ment of v0 ,v 1 ,v 2 be ..;ivided. by crio j , i.j= 
, 2 , . l- d" 1 1 • h . . . 2 
.... , J .... ,~:-," cin.u it l1app2~c on ia gon a -L. e emenrs wit i=J, 1.e., cri. 
Therefore, M0 ,M1 ,M2 can be adjusted from Equation 15, 16, and 17 to 
res ult in the following forms. 
In 2x2 case 
~ 1 ..... p . ~l p . .. ::. l-1 ,. J ]_ • 
. 1 i 
Results 
pl (1) 
.•.• p .. ( 1) 
• l] 
p .. (1): •. 
J l . 
P1 ( 2) 
.1. 
p .. (2) Jl 
. (1) pm 
p .. (2) lJ 




Table 1 shows the model parameters and the lag 0,1,2 correlation 
matrices used to generate data. In addition to the bias of M0 ,~,M 2 , 
a measure of the precision of estimation is needed. Therefore, the 
mean square error (MSE) is used her e which is defined as 
MSE 
n 2 
I (Y.-Y) /n 
i=l l 
where Y. represents estimated value from each iteration, Y rep resents 
l 
the true value. From MSE, the variation of estimated value to true 
v a lue ca n be obse rved. In Table 2, all th e estimated parameters and 
statisti cs are listed which includes coefficient matrices C,E and 
thei r MSE to initial parameter, variance-covariance matrix G with its 
MSE to original G, lag 0,1,2 correlation matrices and their MSE form 
true statistics. 
As mentioned before, due to difficulties experienced with 
O'Connell's multivariate method of estimation, only limited results 
are included here for comparison. The difficulty encountered is that 
Table 1. Population model param eter s C, E, and G an d their lag 0, 1,2 correlation matrice s M0 ,M1 ,M2 . 
Homogeneous Non-Homogeneous 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
C .9 0 .9 . 1 .9 .4 . 9 • 7 
0 . 8 .1 . 8 .4 .8 • 7 .8 
E .4 0 .4 .1 .4 .1 .4 .1 
0 . 2 .1 . 2 .1 . 2 .1 . 2 
G .432 .2 324 . 432 .2324 .4 32 . 2324 . 432 .232 4 
.2 324 . 5 . 2324 . 5 .2324 . 5 . 2324 . 5 
MO 1.0 .30212 1.0 .3029 52 1.0 . 358 1.0 .5 0603 
.30212 1.0 .302952 1.0 .35 8 1.0 .50603 1.0 
Ml . 72644 .1162 . 727054 7 .123294 .83564 .26145 .88754 .466734 
.1 394 . 6999 .1 46544 . 6999 .2 634 . 77741 .45894 . 8208 
M2 .653799 . 1046 . 6690098 . 180994 .848457 .519 78 1.0692 .9037 
. 11155 . 5599 .1 899102 . 572324 .5761 .73 6244 1.1052 1.04475 
Table 2. Estimated para mete rs C, E, an d G and th eir NSE t o p op ul a tion parameters. Estimated lag 0,1,2 
correlat i on ma tric e s and the i r MSE to popul ation c orrel a tions. 
a) (b ) (c) (d ) 
C . 81 443 2 3 0 .8794567 0 l. 245452 0 1. 535315 0 
0 . 7366728 0 .8 0 56161 0 1. 2454 5 3 0 1. 535315 
MSE . 0 2436553 0 .0 0 946 4 04 . 0 1 .1193371 .16 .4036257 .4 9 
0 .0218169 .01 . 01483 79 7 .16 .. 1984285 .49 .54 06889 
E . 32 61681 0 .3692978 0 -.9268363 0 -.9265654 0 
0 .1584256 0 .25305 3 0 -.9268298 0 -.9 26 5652 
MSE . 03099633 0 . 02135154 • (Jl l. 760495 .01 l. 759776 . 01 
0 . 03 1'.1059 .01 . 0 342 0 i3 . OJ. 1.269745 .01 l. 26 97149 
G .4334362 .22, :.8046 .43 87916 .21820 (' 3 3.571578 2.667185 .115666E+ll . l03 '::14LIE+10 
.22480 4 6 .50 238 16 . 2182003 . 48 898 .3 2.6 6 7185 2.453855 .l03944E+l0 . 101338 E+ll 
MSE .0 0448 5 86 .00 ,:8792 3 .004899293 .0 0 297 Sl22 9.881922 5.939306 .235412E+21 . 71 4 219E+20 
.00287923 .00 62 7296 .002979122 .00614 1 037 5.939306 3 . 828263 . 7142l9E+20 .154 489E+21 
MO l.O .33 18 697 1.0 .2733108 l.O .00000178 LO -.58E-12 
. 3318697 1 .0 .2733108 1.0 .0 0000178 1.0 - .5 8E -12 1.0 
MSE 0 .00 6 9506 1 4 0 . 00833 2 0 .12688 0 .2 5479 
.006950614 0 .008332 0 .12688 0 .25479 0 
Ml .6 375 .12 33457 . 7177 8 33 .105245 7 1. 245452 .6764E-6 1. 535315 -. 2026E-12 
.1 4 76681 .64 8 5394 .1157202 .6790808 .6764E-6 1. 245453 -.2026E-12 1.535315 
MSE .02618 0 64 .00 1 0657 '.J .0182 6 5 . 00137 .1679877 . 054834 . 419678 .217 8406 
. 00164085 .01334956 .0026028 .0147 6698 .069374 .219065 .21064 .5105325 
M2 .5304899 .0995413 7 .6 393536 .090 86183 1. 551151 . 84242E-5 2.357193 -.3lllE-l2 
.1068059 . 485 7257 .090 41459 .5557084 . 8424E-5 l. 551154 -.3111E-12 2. 357194 
MSE .0405236 .00 07394 .0271172 .00087388 .4938 .270097 l.658928 . 8176725 




an excessive number of series, there is no real solution to estimation 
equations . This problem is more pronounced as the degree of nonhomo-
geneity increases. Monte-Carlo results for estimation by O'Connell's 
method are shown in Table 3. The sample size is 20, as compared with 
400 for the MLE table. 
It is noted that the true lag-two correlations are greater than 
1 for model (d) Table 1. These inadmissible values could be from 
sources: 
(1) The off-diagonal elements on Care too big as .7. 
(2) Then chosen in Equa t ion 17 is 30 which may not be large 
enough to provide a good approximation. Since the objective of this 
study has been achieved without resolving this problem, it has been 
ignored . 
The estimated lag 1,2 correlations exceed 1 on (c) and (d) type 
of data sets is due to the bad estimator C and E, wh ich also shows the 
instability of homogeneous model . 
Conclusions and recommendations 
The problem of estimation inherent with both MLE and the method 
of moments for the general multivariate model makes the homogeneous model 
attractive . It appears to be the only model that is computationally 
feasible for multivariate, multilag systems. Multiple lags are required 
to reproduce series where la g-two (or higher) correlations exceed lag-
one cc ::-:::-elati.ons because of long aquifer travel time or long carryover 
storage periods in large res e rv oirs. 
It is noted that the homogeneous model is se nsitive to departures 
from the homogeneous assumptions, i.e., when the data originates from 
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Table 3. Estimated parameters C, E, and G and their MSE to population 
parameters. Estimated lag 0,1,2 correlation matrices and 
their MSE to population correlations by O'Connell's method . 
C . 7892882 .07732155 .8212594 .1465434 
- . 04119488 .757 .07925378 .7385913 
MSE .0 3754279 . 02758439 .01745764 .02053561 
.0286879 .02737192 .014 72264 .03891678 
E .2994335 -.018552 . 2720511 .05514694 
.05959 .145 .14 29307 .154423 
MSE .02889364 .04421245 .031847 .039198 
.03345558 .0555102 .03121261 .06171842 
G .4043 . 2107796 .4596424 .2807509 
. 2107796 .5833343 .2807509 .624048 3 
MSE .00594367 . 0064046 . 0071054 .010151 
.0064046 .09031583 .010151 .06642188 
MO 1.0 .2730639 1.0 .3207595 
.2730639 1.0 . 3207595 1.0 
MSE 0 .008625715 0 .0087083 
. 008625715 0 .0087083 0 
Ml .676948 .1459023 . 7320732 .1843177 
. 0716889 .6658066 .1107831 . 6611064 
MSE .02543985 .0056932 .010902 .008725 
. 0067287 .03 .005645 .02725193 
M2 .5645263 .3648067 .6333 536 .3293157 
. 058154 523998 .1641 624 . 53241!}6 
MSE . OL1941342 . 3411693 .0188313 .08155 
.01649328 .05499427 .015552 .043664 
33 
a nonhomogeneous source. Small departures seem to cause no serious 
problem, however, large departures are serious. This lack of robust-
ness underscores the need for a test of homogeneity. If such a test 
could be developed, it would serve to screen out data sets which are 
not computable with the model. 
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6. PI (I,J) 
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sample size(# of series) 
value used to generate random numbers 
overall mean of each va riable 
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the conversion factor to maintain all variables 
in same unit 
coefficient elements in autore gre ssive term 
coefficient elements in moving average term 
square roots of var iance-covariance matrix 
crue lag O correlation matrix 
true lag 1 corre la tion matrix 
true lag 2 correlatio n matrix 
true varianc e-c ovaria nce macri x 
lag 0 correlation matrix 
lag 1 correlation matrix 
lag 2 correlation matrix 
mean square error of estimated 
mean square error of estimated 




coefficient matrix in autore gress ive 
coefficient matrix in moving average 
mean square error of estimated C to 
mean square error of estimated E to 
variance-covariance matrix G 
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• DD ( I , 1 l .P 1 ( l , i?).. (> D ( l, 2 l 
L>Dl2,Il:O(J(J,I) 
8 CONT H1UE 
& CONl I NU!:: 
1)0 7 I: 1 , G 
7 ZZ(t,I):ZZ(2D 1 1) 
DO '50 JJ:l,NX 
DO JI J:?, 1'.0 
DO 103 1<.:1,r. 
103 X(~): RNMH(SEED) 
DD 112 1=1,G 
DIJ(l,Il: O 
C,O I 1?. K: I, G 
112 D0(1,l):DDtl,I)tS(J ,K )*~( Kl 
DD 12 J:1, G 
ZZCJ,IJ:O!Cl,l)•ZZCJ-1,1) t OI(I,2)•ZZ(J•1,2)tDDC2;I)•Pl(l,l)• 
• DD (1, 1) -PI Cl, 2) ~ou ( 1, 2) 
YlJ,l):(zz(J,I)tMEAr..(I))/SCALE(I) 
r>Dl2,l):D D(t,I) 
12 cnr..11tw r: 
11 CfJNTlN UE 
BT( t, U:ZZ( I, 1 ) 
6f(l,2):ZZC1,2) 
DO 52 J:c, 80 
DO 51 I=l,G 
151 bTCJ,I): ZZCJ, t J-01rr,1)wZZ(J•l,l)•oICt,2)~Z ZCJ• l ;2)+ PJ(l , 1)* 
.oTCJ•l,1 ) tPl( l,2 )~BT CJ-t,2) 
'51 CONTlNUf: 
52 CONTltJUE. 
DO 55 J :1,8 0 
1)0 5'> I c:: \ , r, 
55 TCI,Jl• ~t CJ,J) 
OD 5~ L: \ ,G 
00 53 J c , 1 G 
t1LT(L,I) i:O 
co 54 J :1 ,110 · 
5 II H L T ( L , I ) '-= 11 LT( L , I ) tT ( L , J ) * 8 T ( J , I ) 
A(L,l):H LT(L,1)/eu. 
53 CLlNTl rW E 
DO 2 1 J:1,80 
LJ(J):Y(J, 1) 
2\ V(J):YCJ,2) 
DO 23 1:1,G 
ftj[J(5)=l50 
IF Cl,E Q. ~) GO TO 2& 
ARPS(l):,7 
·, ,· Pl'I.AS( I ):;,t, 
·. CALL Fl MXLCU,l ND,A~PS[l),P~ AS(IJ, PMAC, WNV, G~,D,IF R) 
I> (I, I) •ARPS ( 1) 
... ~ .... ~.( -~ ., t " ~ • • "> • . ,, 
I 
--C C"O?: O\.lflP, i 0 
C 002 : O(\ tj 9: I) 
-C (102: 011E;C: I 
C rll 1?:n nc1 :5 
C <' O 2 : c, (IC 3 : (1 
C !>1.12: (1t1Ct1: c, 
C 002:r> OC:8:4 
C ClO?:flOCA:O 
-r 002: n(>CC: 1 
C r, 0 2: n nc [1: o 
(; nn2 : 000 7: I 
C (1 ll2:l'OD/l : O 
C 002:0i'IEJ:5 
C (1(12 :( 1\)ftj : 5 
(. 002:0,)Eh :2 
r. 00?:0uH:3 
C 002: t1 PF.C: i.1 
C (I (I?: I~ C tE : I) 
C 002:00Fl:5 
C orJ2:o(:FS:C .. 
C rJ02:00Fe.:O 
(, OOi?:!'fJf7t0 
C 002:1,nFB:'l ... 
C oni?:OOfD!IJ 
c; 002:llllFF: l 
C CJ()i:.' ! 0 l (' Q ! 0 
C (102 :(ll llA :l 
C (' 0 ? ! 0 J O FJ ! (I 
C 0 02: 'J 1 I ti: 5 
C 00?:0117:5 
C ( 1 0 2 : 0 I I f : 5 
C 002:n. 122:2 
C (\ c, 2: r., 1? I.I: 3 
r. 002;0)?6:4 
C ( 1 02:(l l2 H:O 
-' 





C (l O ? : (I 1 3 A : 4 
C fJO? : f1l 3C:5 .. 
C ll02:013F:ll 
C o 0 2: t1 1 4 :_i: o· 
C o o 2 : 11 I 4 I : O .. 
C o n2:011.~:o 
C 0 U 2 : fJ ) 1J ~ ! Q 
C 002 :fllLIC:O • C lll12 : fi I IJE: I.I 
C Ol)2:fll50:CI 
C 002:0lSQ:'I .. 
C 002 : 0l5ErS 
I C 0!)2:r ,l!o3: l \ 
\ C 1)02: 01 t,4: 0 \Jfi 
C 002:0100:2 
C 00?:t•lbil :0 
C q;2:r.1i c:c, w ..,;, 
r. 002: 1.1 1 &u: 2 \0 
C 002:< , lt.t:4 
C ro2:n111:1 'd 
(.. O(•c: C-173:1 
C flt.1 c'l1 ) )79!tl 
lo:6 
\. ,q: "' 1 I J,. r 11 ~ ,J.l ,.,, 
" 
I· 





11:1, • • • ,.,.t-t,ec. • > 
GCJ TU 23 
2b ARP~(l):: 0 !1 
P t-<AS(l):: 0 7 
C A I L F l ~, X L C V , I N fJ , A fl P S ( I ) , PM A S ( 1 ) , P l'1 ,1 C , ,1 I I V , l; h , 0 , I F R ) 
A(?,2): t,flPS( 1 J 
A ( 2 , 2 ) : P I! A S ( I ) 
2:,, cc,NT l uur 
Sb DO 2n 1:1,G 
DO 21,1 J: I, G 
S~!Cl,JJ:a 
20 s~HJ,,J):', 
00 71 J:1,G 
(;[I 71 J: 1, (; 




t10 7"2 1:1,G 
C,O 72 J:1,G 
00 73 K:1,29 
SM1Cl,J):Sr,,J CJ,J)tA(l,J)*•~~FCI,Jl•ACI,Jl••C K-1) 
7!, 5 M ( I , J ) : S ~1 ( I , J) t A ( J , ,J) • * C K • 1 ) • F ( I , J ) * A ( I , J ) * * ( K • 1 ) 
sH 1 c 1, J 1 :s ,• 1 c r, J 1+F 1 1, J 1 
72 S~ICI,J):Sl i (J,J)tR(T,Jl 
CALL MULT(A,Sr,,1 1 !,;,1::>J 
TE~~:Sghl(S ~ Cl, l)•S ~ C?,?)) 
CO C 1, 1 l :5ii ( 1, I l /SM ( 1, 1 J 
C0(2, 2J :Stl(2, 2) /SM( 2, 2) 
Cll( 1, 2) :s i-1 ( l,?) /TE 1-1P 
Cut 2, I ):;CpC I,? ) 
C I C 1 , I ) :; S •I l l I 1 1 ) / S :1 ( I , I ) 
Cl (2,2):SMI (?.,2)/S1 1(2,2) 
C1<1,2)::5~\(J,2)/TF~P 
C 1 ( 2 , I l :: S i·IJ ( 2, 1 ) , T F. t1 p 
C2 (I, l) =S~2 ( 1, 1) /SMC I, 1 l 
c2c2,21:s~2c2,?l1s ~ c2,2> 
C2(t,2):5~2(J,?J/TE HP 
C2(2,1):S"2(2,l)/TF MP 
DQ /J 1 I: t, G 
DO 11 \ J:1, 1, 
TUTllI,J):TUTI (I ,J)tA(l,J) 
TOT2(I,J):1 01~< I,JJ+B(I,J) 
MSEICl,J):MSE\(l,JJt(A(J,J)- Ol (I,J))**2 
HS~2(1,J):~SF2<!,J)+C~CJ,Jl•PIC!,JJ)•*? 
AVCV(I,J):;A VCY(J,Jl+ R(I,J) 
CVHS(t,J)::lV~3(1,J)t(P!J,J)•H OV(l ,J))*•2 
CMSEI (l,J)::C MSFl(l,JJt(C01J,JJ•45 H(l,JJI~~? 
C~Sf2ll,J)~L w5r2lI,J)tCCICI,JJ•aSH1 IJ,Jll**2 
C., SI:~ ( 1 , J l: C ~: 5 f 3 l I , .J l • Cr. 2 < J , J) •Al> M 2 t I , J ) l u c: 
SUM(liJ):SU MII,J)+CO<I,J) 
SUMI (J,J)::SUMl(I,J)tCJ (J,J) 
41 SUM2(I,JJ:SU ~2 Cl,J)tC2CJ,J) 
50 CONT l tlUF 
DO uu 1:1,G 
DO 4il J::t,G 
E" A ( I , J J: T fl l I C I , J) / Y t~ 
EHCl,J):lOTdlI,J)/y~ 
, MSE"l CI,J):1151:1 (I,JJ/li'.N 
~SE2(1,J):M SE2CI,J J/XN 
AVCV(l,J):AVCV(J,Jl/X~ 
• J (! r; :, ;: 1 i ! f. ·• ·;_-5 
• l!?.~.B GM.,.,0 
.• l : ._, ! .~ ~ .. ,.: ..... r- , 































































o o;_•: o I 7C: 2 
ll 0 2:ll17C:~ 
II •l 2 : 11 I 7 F : I 
no;,>: '1 I l'i I: I 
(lfli':01a1:4 
0 'J?.: ,) 11' 9: I 
r IJ 2 : II I b 6 : 4 
<l Oi': 0 I I.IC: 5 
1102: 01 e-E: 0 
<) U?.; '·' I BF ;•.) 
0! )2: I) 141: 4 






(IO;, : 0 [ A fJ : 4 
nt1?:11JAr:ll 
!'02:0 ltH :o 
n o?:01 1,1:v 
o o 2 : 1: urn : s 
11 IJ 2 : ,1 1 Cl) : I 
l)(l? : Olf i 2:2 
002: 011)1~: 5 
(1112:r) t()F.:3 
{)\1?.: Ii \ f: 1: () 
f)(i?:')\F3:o 
nn?:Olf.'S:3 
(j(>,': n IF 7: 'i 
fl fl ;> : 1:it f 9 : l 
1,102: 0 1 ~ f:,: I 
fl O 2 : o I f.li : 4 
002:1110·:s 
1.\02; 11 IF I : l.i 
t_l(I ?. : !I ] f 3 : 4 
C\ll2: n lF6: 1 
1.1\l?:n .lFH:2 
t) 02:ntF~:t 
!!02: 0 IFl!:O 
111)2: •) 1 F C: ll 
(Ill?: fl2(t I: I 
n o 2 : " 2 r, 6 : 2 
II 1)?.: /I 20 f : I 
()(12: 0 21 b: II 
Ollr.: n'i! I ti : I 
0 (J 2 : 1) 2 2 3 : Ii 
(l O? : •) 2 < A : 5 
0Vi:':ll232:'4 
(l<.l?:o;nA:3 




o 1,;>: r,?.52: O 
01)2: /I 25 :i,: ii 
00?:••i:'SH: I 
002: ni:'S[>: 2 
OU?:O?.no:4 
002:02b4;0 


















HU ( l , J ) : 5 U ~l ( l , J l / x ,, 
1'41 CI,J):5UM .t ( 1,J)/)(11 
~2( l,J):SU~~(l,J)/X N 
i-R[ rE l tt,,llr.) 
FuR1·iAT(/, !Cd ,"f5TIMATE.D M(, ") 
CALL llfPUl( hCI) 
wRITfCl&,llll 
F01<~1, .T ( "(1", l 9X, "1-41 "J 
CA l L n 1 PUT l r1 I ) 
\'JRTTE(Jt.,,82) 
FORHIT ("0",JQ),"1'42") 
C n L O I PUT l ~-, c) 
wf{trEC l c,i\<1) 
FUP HAT(//,SX,"M~IN 5QUA~E ERROR HQ") 
C~LL Ol PlJltCMS~ll 
i.ii-<ITE Clf,,9f ! ) 
FOPHAT("n",22X,"MJ") 
C/ILI LI TPUT (C hSf c J 
,.pJff.(lb,91) 
F O.., 11 A l ( " (i " , ? ? )l , " r1 2 " J 
CALL UTPUTCCMSEJ) 
WkllE(lb,d3) 
FORMAT(//,I0x,"EST! MATEU t") 
CHL IJ l PUT(FA) 
.,.pllf:( l t,,f. ,I,) 
r ri P ~ A I i " 11 '' , 1 9 > , ,, r-: " 1 
C1,,LL OTPllTL lf:I ) 
wPJTE . ( l l:,1 b 5) 
FuR~All//,SX,"IIF. IJ SQUAf.f f.'f<'fl(JFi C") 
C II LL. 0 T PU T ( ' I S E l ) 
-.RJJf[l6 1 8bJ 
f0QHATl"D",22x,"E") 
CALI. U f f'lJl(• i sf 2) 
~r-i111:c 1a,0 7) 
F LI R '1 A T ( / I , 1 0 ,i: , "I S T T '1 ~ lF. {) CO V <I.HI fl tJ C ~-" l 
CALL UTF'IJJ(aVCV) 
l'IRIHClo,tl t ) 
FOi,HAT( "o•, 5.,_,•11EAN SQliARE El~ROR Of CO\/ARIANCl:") 
CALL O'f PUT(C ,1H5J 
src,p 
€.ND 
OD2:ij2 C710 IS THE 
9P2:0ic812 I S THE 
I'! (12 I Ii 2 t 9 l 4 
O(le': fl?Cu 1 O 
"o 2: (12c c:? 
ou2:c 0 2tD14 
l !:i Th E 
I S THE' 
ls T•H: 




LOU 1 rnr, 
VlChTlO N 
LUCAllUI, 
FOR F.XCEPTJONAL A(. TI r,N 
FU~ E X(iPT ll!Nf.L ACT I r,N 
F0R f).(EPT!L W AL AC, Tit:,! i 
F(lP F XCfP T IOrHI. ACT l r'IH 
rc-(Hi f.XC[Pl lfJI JAL AC Tln N 
F!1FI f.XCEPllUNAL AC I lOl ·i 
' I . , • J I ,..,, ~ - , , t .. / < '.) ,, ~- ' \ , 




fJN T "c 
LH'~ I~ ' t 
Ori TH~ 
ON 1 H~. 
I I (i ~lAHMUH AT 
[ / 0 $HT•;• FNT q 
1iu ~TAlt ,'1Fr,T AT 
r ,c1 ~lAff ~IFNl .q 
l /lJ SlbHMHH AT 






C f, r, 2 : fo 2 7 4 : Q 
C I) (1 2 l ( I 2 7 9 : 5 
I,; Ufl?. : 0 2'1F:O 
C "ll2:-"2 f'F\ :3 
C n,.,;;: t.'2~ C:?. 
( 011?:02/lC:2 
C (Ir, c : f, 2 g (• I IJ 
C tiOi':c>2Ql :2 
C 0 I) 2 : 11 2 Q I : 2 
C Oil?.: 02 o.,?.: 11 
C (l02:"29o:i! 
C Ot.i?.:ne-91>:2 
C cui': n2 1n: u 
C /1 (Ii': (12 9 ,:\: 2 
C 002:"298:2 
C 002 :l , 29C:4 
C OOc':0241 _•:2 
C !•02: <1i?A1: 2 
C Oll2: (l 2 A 1: il 
( (HJ?:n?.AS:2 
C !l0?: " 2AS:2 
(: oo~:('2tn:u 
C o O?.: ,) 2 • 6.: 2 
C l' (l 2 : '' 2 A A : 2 
C 0 l 1 2 : I'! i'. A >l : 4 
(. (' IJ 2 : r. 2 ~ F' : t! 
C ll02: 0 2Af':,! 
C nfl2:C2b v :4 
C rJIJ2:t12 i,U :2 
C n P?.: n ?!-!1 :;, 
C IHI?.: O,?.ti 5: 11 
C (>I.) 2 : (I 2 ':i 9 ! 2 
r, ,,n;,: 02 fi Q: 2 
C OOl: n;>i:-.1.: ~ 
C rJ(i?.: B2 f!E : 2 
C fl 1)2: O 2 bf: 2 
(, 0112: 11?.UF: C. 
C 0112:112(;3:2 
(, !'()2:o2C3:2 
C C U 2 : I) 2 C 4 : ll 
( Ql)?:02C5:3 
() 0? () f, 11'5 
002 0117 b 
1102 (100 7 
0 0 c I U (~ 5 I\ 
0021<1<'49 
!l(l? t 111109 





























SUBRUUTl~E TRANlli.1 4 A) 
OI~E NSlO M •12,?),A A(2,2) 
OU 12 1:1,<-' 





O I ,., Er, S l ON A ( 2, :>) 
(Il l ,?tl J: 1 , ,? 
~RITf (lb,1 0 1) lACI,J ) ,J~l,2) , 





START OF SEGM~NT OOA 
c o o Ii. : c r, n '> : o 
C ()Oi . :(1 (>111.1:0 
C O lj A: fl CH) \ I: fl 
C •.1 fJ A : n \l II I : 0 
I. OilA: OOfli>.:O 
C I) 0 A: ()1) 11(.; 0 
c (I OA: f)t) IIC: 3 
SEG~E~l OUA IS ODI i LONG 
STAKT ( I F St GM£NT ooc 
C OOC:f' Ol\O:(i 
C OOC: (l( i f'lJ: IJ 
C OOC:11 01}0 ;0 
C ooc:00111:0 
C \l oc: r1 O I IJ 3 
C 0 OC : (IO I 11 3 
C ()• I C: () I) I I 0 






























-- - --- --
43 
Example 
Input: Mean 0 0 
Scale 1 1 
OI . 900 .100 
PI .400 .100 l s .363 15,.547 
ASM . 99, . 3 1st variable 
ASMl . 7264, .1162 J ASM2 • 653 7996, .10458 
HOV .432,.2324 
OI .100 .800 
PI .100 .200 l s -.313885,.633 
ASM . 3, • 999 2nd var ia ble 
ASMl .13944,. 6999 J ASM2 .11155, .56 
HOV .2324, .5 
- ---~-- . . 
, . 
Continue Example Out~ 
c:; T l , 1 A H ~ I) 1-'.fl 
• 1 ( , J i , () n , l f + ; • !_ • ? 7 3 :~ 1 1_1 h ~ 4- r . (I 
• r! 7 _) .S l i, 0 c. + ; , ' ! • I i I O (;; 1 f" ' ~ H 1 1 
M ! 
• 7 ~ 7 7 :. ··::. :it + ~; ,-_ • i w :, ? d::;, 7 ~ -+-11 (> 
• ; 1 ~ 7 i ~; ~ •. ·• ;,, ! ! ~ • 1:, 7 ·-.~ {; "~ () r~ F + '1 r. 
I j -~I,':, ; j l i" t ,_ 1! 1 
• 2 r~ t ~ li ()t- F:· - ,.·~ 2 
• 2 v i i Cl b J -H-.,. I~ ) 
• 1 t 8 ·-1 _nsr.: ... ·:,c:-
• r-11J F•. b l ;::; 3 F ... !J 1 
• '":) S 7 !; Ii 4 F ., • • l• 
• fl ? .~_; 1} _3 Jj il ~ - f' 2 
• l 1) C 0 G '1 /, f .. 11 :, 
A\\ 
! ;;., :i u r11 1 F - n? 
Cl 7 ~} t:, :-1 [; f .. : ' 1 
• • ~ 1} .3 7 3 1 l F - ' .1 3 
• 2 3 3 i, 'j l :-1> F - t\ l 
~_STJ ;'1 t> rt f i C 
• ~ i -~ ,, S r:, 7 L + '.' < 1 
(\. 
0 :Sn.'-}/O J kf_ + ;_,<; 
(i • 
• 
1 ~ -:i C :+ · \ t ~ ~, :: ' } 
,. 1 { , 1:~ ::. : ~ r, :)~- :! 1 
• ? ). 3 !·) J :.:, -:1 t -, - 1 




• 2 5 ~,; 41 s O 1 f t t'! -~ 
.. 1 ~1 n i. ~ t n r,-i :- - ; 1 1 
~ } /~ _: l ~ 7 (; 7;:. - 'I 1 
f 
f"~rr~1A"T~i ~· C r, V /, p ! (I r Ir; t-_ 
• •I :; A 7 '1 1 t ~- t ' - t • ? 1 .'·{ ;-:. 1 n 3 r· + ; ·, , :· 
• ;.: l f'- i:;; ;) : , j f: ~ ; , ( , • :1 F ri ::; ;: ~ i! ;;.· .;.. ·'", t . 
' i t Ai'J S ,:)IJ,-.,~'f'. ~- ~piJc , ; );:: (: '.l\i r\ : , 1 i- '.' : f_'. F 
• 
11 fj '] '.J? Q 5 t • : j e.' • 2 9 7 q j ? ? F - ';;, 
• 2 l / 7 '-I I ;>,: !: • :i?. • b 1 I~ l <_i ·~ 7 ,:: - f'. ? 
44 
Appendix B 
Computer Program i n 










COMM0N/COHZ/Y(ISO,tO),XX(10,150J,YPC(l0,150J; i ,1so,1n),V(!O), 
,PCA(I0,10),NCURE,N~ 
COMM0N/COM3/T(2,IO),U(lo8),COR(3,10,10>,WXH(10>,sDYl(IO J ,XMNY1l10) 
.,YICClOJ 
COMMON/COM~/A1(10),SLN,~ SD(10),~2(10),ISKEW 












DIMENSION SS(2,2),TTC2,?),UU(2,2 l ,~BC2,2l 
DIMENSION Ol(2,2),Z(1 00 ,2),MEA N(2 ),5(2,2) 1 X~(2 ) 1 
,PIC2,2),ZZ(100,2),D0(2,2) 
DIMENSION AH0(2 1 2),AH1(2,2) 1 AM2C2,2),TEMP1(2,2),TEMP2(2,2), 
,AMTR1(2 1 2),AHTR2(2,2),SECO ND(2,2),THIRDC2,2),F ORTHC2,2),AlNV1(2,2) 
DIMENSION BBTRC2,2),BBINVC2,2),CC(2,2),TEHP3C2,2), 
,WKAREA(10),AAMO(b1 6) 1 AAHl(6,b),A AM2(6,6) 
DIMENSION EEC2,?.),8lNV(2,2),IJXC2 , 2),DXB(2,2),DXBTRC2,2), VAC2l 
OIMENS!ON COC2,2),Cl(2,2),C2C2,2) 
DIMENSION A5H(2,2),ASHJC2,2),AS M2(2,2),CMSE1(2,2),CHSE 2(2,2 ), 
,CMSE3(2,2),MSF.1(2,2),MSF2C2,2),AVCV(2,2),CVHS(2,2),EA(2,2),E~(2,2) 
D 1 HENS l ON SUH ( 2 , ? ) , S lJ.., t C 2, 2 ) , SU r12 ( 2 ,e! ) 
DIMENSTON MOC2,2),Mt(2,2),M2(2,2) 
DIMENSION STD(2),TOTIC2,2),TOT2( 2,2) 
DIMENSION A(2,2),A(2,2),H(2,2),F(2,2),SMC2,2), 5Mt C2,2),SM 2( 2,2), 
,C(2,2),CXC2,2),AA(2,2),E(2,2),Gt (2,2),G2C2,2) ; 











READ(5,/) (ASM(I, J ),JaJ,G) 





START oF SEGMENT 002 
C (I O 2 : 0 0 (I ll : 0 
C 002:0()(H):O 
C fl0 2 ;fl001):0 
C 00 ? :IIOOO:O 
c 002 :nooo:fl 
C 00 2 :0000:0 
C 00 2 :0000:0 




C 00 2 :<'COO:O 
C 002 :oooo:o 
C ll0 2;flQOO:O 
C (l O? :llOOO:O 
c oo;,:oor,o:o 
C 002:0ooo:O 
c 002:ooot 1 :o 
c or,2:oono:o 
C 002:(1001'.1:0 
C 002: 0001:l 
C OG?.:IJ002:3 
C 0 02 :00C13:4 
C ll02:0!l(l4:5 
C (I O 2 ; 0 0 0 II : 5 
C 002 :0UOll:5 
C 0 02:000IJ:5 















C 002 ;0006:3 
FIB IS (1006 LONG 
C Oll?.:0010;0 
C 002 :00IC:2 




C 002 :00/Jb 2 
C 0 0 2:0055 o 































FO~HAT(2 Fl 0,3) 
XNcNNX 
DO 5 Ict,G 
ZZCl,Il•~ NMR(SEED) 
00 (2,ll•ZZ Cl ,I) 
DO b J s:2, 2 0 
DO 102 K=t , G 
XS(K)aRNHR(SEED) 
DO 111 I=l,G 
DDC1,I):aO 
DO 111 K•l, G 
DOCl,I)•DD(l,I)+SCI,K)*XBCK) 
DO 8 I• I , G 





00 7 I•:t,G 
ZZCl,I):ZZ(20,I) 
DO 50 JJcJ, NNX 
DO &9 Jat,G 
VA(J)cO 
MA(I)cO 
DO 11 J:12,80 
DO 103 Kct, G 
)C8(K)skNMR( SEE0) 
DO 112 1•1, G 
OD(!,1)110 
00 J\2 l<::t,G 
DDCl,I)::DD ( 1,l)+S(l,K)•XB(K) 
DO 12 J:1,G 
ZZ(J,I)s OI(l,l)•ZZ(J.1,1)+0ICI,2) • ZZCJ• l,2l +DDC2, I)•PlCI, 1i • 






DO t,ti Ict,G 
DO 08 J•l,80 
, MA(I)=H~Cll +YCJ,1) 
: VA(I)•VA(I)+Y(J,I)•*2 
STD(I)•SQRT (l VA(l)•HA(l)•*2,/80,)/79,) 
DX(l,l)aSTD( t ) 
DXC2,2):STD(2) 
CALL MSTAT 
DO bO JcS,b 
DO bO tt:111,G 
.lAM2(J,1()11CDRCl,J,K) 
DO b3 Ja4,5 
DO o3 K•t,G 
AAM1(J,K)cCOR(2,J,K) 
.lAMJCJ,K)sCOR(3,J,K) 
AMO(l,J)cAAM 0 (4,1) 
AM0(1,2)•AA HO( U,2) 
AM0(2,1)cA MO( l, 2) 
•M0(2,2) : AAMO(S,?.) 
C no . snnl" Ss n 
C Otl?.:00 8 2:0 
C UO?:O L'q): O 
C 00 2:o o g3:1 
C o o? : ooq3:1 
C 002 : IJ09 ll : O 
r: 0 0 2:0 0'l':i : O 
C 00 2:o oq e :1 
C 00 2: Ol1 Cf0: 5 
C 0 0 2 : !109 F:o 
L 002 :00 AO: O 
C 0 0 2 l (I \) A U : U 
r. 00 2:(' 0Al,: O 
C Cl02:00A /1:l 
C (10 ? :QIJ Aq:o 
C 00 ?:0 08 3:l 
C ,OO?:O ObU: l) 
C ~ 0 2: <'()A0:5 
C OO?.:llOC 0 :5 
C 002: o ncu:2 
C 00 2: 00 Cb:3 
C 00?.: 00 C!l :u 
C OO?:O OCA:O 
C 0 0 2:(lll(F:S 
C !102: 00 0I :o 
C no? : (IOD2:o 
C 00 2 :0 0 D3:3 
C 00 ?: 0 0[)7:J 
r. (' 0 ?:n ooa :o 
C ll02:0 fi09:(l 
C O\l?.: f\OL)Q:q 
C oo?. :nn DF:o 
C 00 2 :00 l: l:l 
C IJ n?.: n oF..!: 0 
C 0 0 .?:IJ OFC: I 
C 002:0'lFO:O 
C 0 0 2 : (I OF b : 5 
C (l0i:' :O OF9:5 
C 0 0 2 :0101:0 
C 002: 0 1nu:3 
C 0 0 ?. : ll 1 (' 8 : O 
( 00?:0JllA:I 
C o o ?.:OlOC:2 
C O O?. : (J l ii(): 0 
C oo ?. :010E:U 
C (l O 2 : (l l I 2 : 0 
C 00 2 :c1Jt8:3 
C 0 O 2 : o 12 '> : I 
C 00?.:(1121:3 
C 0(\ 2 :'l\.?3:0 
C 0 0 ~ ;01;?3:IJ 
C OO<': Ol2'i: O 
C 00?1 1) \.?t>:O 
C o02:0l2F:3 
C ()0 2:0131:0 
r. 002:013 2 :'1 
C 0 0 2:0137:l 
C !1112:U I LIC :LI 
C 0 0 2: 0 1a 2:1 
C (l0 2: 0 l 4 3:5 
C 002:(l)IJ5:2 
' 'ffi .,, .. '
~
~1,1(i: i 
-l' ;:1;,,f· . . , 






























AMI ( t, l )11AAMJ ('1 1 I) 
AMl (1,2)•AVll (IJ,2) 




AM2(2,l)cAAM2(6 1 J) 
AH?C2,2)•AA H2(6,2) 
CALL LlNV2F( AMl,2,2,AINV1 1 IDGT,~KAREA,IER) 
CALL TAAN(AM2,AMTR~) 
CALL TRAN(AMJ,AMT~Jl 
CALL MULT(AM2,AI NVl,TEMP!) 
DO t,7 hl,G 
DO b1 J •t,G 
A(I,J) : TEMP!CI,J) 
CALL MULT(TEMPl,AHTRt,SFCON D) 
CALL MULTCTE~P1,A MO,TEHP2l 
CALL TRAN(TEMP1,TEMP3) 
CALL HULT(T£MP?.,TEMP3,TH1RO) 
CALL MULT(AMl, TEHP3,FOR1H) 
Do 61 J :i l,G 
DO t,I Km\,G 
SS(J,K) z AMO(J1 K)•SECONDCJ,K)+THIAD(J,K)•FO RTH(J , Kl 
TTCJ,K)11TEMP2(J,Kl•AHl(J 1 K) 
DI•J 
X1•TTC1, t )u2/DI 
li:2•TT(t, 2 )**2 / Dl 
X3• TT<2, I ) U2/01 
XhTT(2, 2 )U2/0I 
XS•TT(J, l )*TT(l,2)/DJ 
Xb• Tl (I, ! ) *TT ( 2, I) iDI 
X7•TTCl, l )•TTC2,2JiDI 
X8•TT(l 1 2)*TTi2,2)/DI 
X9cTTC2, t )•TT C2,2) 
XIOc(TTCl,2)• TT(?,tJ+TT(l,l }*TTC2,2ll/DI 
UU(t,J)c((SS (! ,ll• SSCl,t)•Xtn+2• 85(1,2l•XS l •CXl •v 9•XS•DI•X Jk X5*Dll 
,•CSSC1,1)*X9• SS(?,2)*XS•DI) * (Xl• Xl•Xt0+2,* XS•Xb l )/ 
,<FLOATCl•xto+ x2-x2•xto+?.•x 7•xe, • 
,(Xt•X9•X 5*DI• X3•XS • DJ)•(X9+ X2*X9~XIJ•XS•DI)*(Xt•Xt•XIO 
.+2,•XS• Xb)) 
UU(2,2):((SSC ! ,l)• SS(l,l)*X10+2.*SSCt,2)•X5)•UUC1,l) *FLOAT(l , 
.-x1o+x2- 2 ,•x 2• X10+2.•Xl•Xe))/(Xt • X1•x10+2.• X5•Xb) 
UUC1,2) : (SS(t , 2)-UUC2,2)•Xb•UU(t , 1)•XB)/FLOAT(1 •• Xl0l 
UUf2, I )aUU( 1,2) 
DErauut1,1>• uu c2,21-uu c1,2>••2 
DIFaOI-De-T 
IF (ABS(DI•D ETl,LT~.00 1) GO TO 9 8 
0{1:(DI+DET)/2 
GO TO 97 
B8(1,l)•ABS( SQRT(UUCl, t ))) 
BB(J 1 2):UUC1,2)/ 8BCl,1) 





CALL LJNV2F(RBTR, 2,2, ABINV, IOGT, ~K•REA,IER) 
CALL HULT(TT,B8TNV,C VJ 
CALL LlNV2FCBB,2~2,A INV,IDGT, WKAREA,I ER) 
CALL MULT(CX,BINV,B) 
Do 20 I•t,G 
C 00~ OIC17 0 
C 002 0 14 b J 
( no;> O l il A I 
C 002 OI IJn II 
C 002:• l J!ID:2 
C 002:UI IJE:5 
c 002:ntso:3 
C 002: 0 152:0 






C 00<': 0 161:0 





C ()IJ?: 0 176:ll 
(; 002:0175:0 
C !'02;( l l7Q:O 
C 0 0?:'ll!l ~ :/.1 
C 00?.:0190:0 
C tJ 0 2 : 019 0 : 4 
c 0 0 2:0192:.3 
C 11 O 2 : 0 I 9 4 : 3 




C 00 2:0lqf:I 
C 002:0IAl:/.I 
C t1 02:IJIA:S:3 
C {I02:n)A7!2 
C 002:0tAE:5 
C 002:nt r,4:5 
L (102:0Jl:l8:3 




C 0 0?: 0 1D3:3 
C C0?.:01D5:0 
C 002:010 8 :0 
C Of\2:0lOQ:2 
C 002: (1\0 C:IJ 
C o I)?.: O I Of.: 3 
C 0 0 2 : (l ! DF :ll 
C Oll2:0IU:2 
C 002:0t F.3t4 
c (102: n tu:3 
C 002:0I E ,:t 
C OO?.: n tEC:1 
C OO?; OIF.E:S 
C 0 02: 0 IF 0 :5 
C no2: •J1F5 :I 
C 002 : 0 I F7: 5 
C t' O?.: OIF C: 1 








--OU zo Jal,G OU2:!J~0Ul0 
511lCI,J)ao 0 O?.: lltll l : 0 ~ 
20 SMCI,J):O 002:0?.'13:4 
OU 71 1:t,G C () 0 ?, : (\ 2 I) A : 4 
DO 71 J•t,G l I) O ? : n 2 I) C : C ~ 
71 C(I,J):A(!,J)•8CI,J) C 002:021)0:0 
OLL MULTCC,H,El C 'l()2:0i'l8:2 
CALL TRAN(C,CC) C 0 0 2 : I\ 2 I 8 : 0 0 
CALL MULTCE,CC,F) C 002:02,0:0 
DO 72 I: I, G C I ) () i'. : 0 2 l F" : IJ ~ DO 72 J• t ,G r. OO?:llc'21:0 
DO 73 Kal,29 C 002 :0222:0 
SMtCI,J):SHl(I,J)tACI,Jl••K*F(I,JJ•ACl,Jl••C~- l; C 1)02: ()223: IJ ~ 73 SHCJ,J)aSHCl,J)t ACI,Jl••CK•l)*FCl,J)*ACI,J)~•C K• tl C 002:!'2?F:5 
SMt(I,J):SMICI,JltF.(J,J) C oo?.:02 :\F:1 
72 SMCI,J)aSH(I,J)tHC I ,Jl C 002: 021J4: 2 ~ OLL hULTCA,SMl,SM;>) C o O 2 : ,, 2 II D : 5 
TEMPaSQRT(SH(l,1)*5~(2,2)) C 00?:0250:3 
COCt,1):SM(l,1)/SH(l,tl C 002:0253:0 ~ C0(2,2)aSM(2,2l/SM(2,2) r. OO?:C'i:'55:0 
CO(t,2)aSMCl,2)/TEHP C 002:0257:3 
COC2,lhCOC1,2) C oo.:>:'J2S9:IJ ~ ClCl,lhSMl(l,1)/SM(l,1) r. on;,: ll ?.', 8 : 1 
C1(2,2):SM1(2,2)/S HC2,2) C 002 :02'>(J:1 
C1(1 , 2):SM1(1,2)/TEMP C 002:C'25F:4 
-Ct(2,ll•SH1(2 1l)/T~HP C Q0?.:0261:5 ,:., 
C 2 (1 , 1 ) a SH 2 ( I , l ) /SM ( I , 1 ) C 002:0263:4 
C2(2,2)=SM?.(2,2)/SM(2,2) C 002:02t>5:4 ... 
C2C1, 2):SM2(J,2)/TEMP C 00?:02b8:1 .., 
C2(2,1)aSH2(2,l)/TEMP C 002:02eA:2 
DO I.I I hi ,G C (Ii) 2 : o 2 b C : I • 
DO 41 Jc 11G C 002:021.,0:0 ·-~ 
TOTl(I,J):T OTICI,J)+A(I,J) C 002:02t>f . :O 
TOT2Cl,J):TOT2Cl,Jlt8Cl,J) C 002:()273:1 • 
MSEl(I,J):MsEI (I , J)+C~(J,Jl•OI(I,Jll••2 C 00?:0271\:2 ;:~ 
MSE2(I,J):MSE2(I,J)+ Ck(I,J)•Pl(l,J))••2 C 002:0280:\ 
•vcvCI,J>=~vcvcr,JltHCI,Jl C 002:0288:0 ~ CVM5CI1J)sCVMSCI,J)+( H(J,J)•HQVCI,Jl)••2 C 002:02110:1 
CHSEI CI,J)=C ~SElCI,J)t(CO(l1J)•ASM(l,J))**2 C 002;0295:0 
CHSE2 CI,J):CMSE2CI,JltCCICI,J)•AS~1 CI,J))••2 C 002:1)29C:5 • 
CHSF.3 (t,J)•CHSE3CI,J) +(C2(J 1 J)•A SH2(I 1J))**2 C 002: (l26tJ: tJ / 
SUM(l,J)aSUHCl,J)tCDC ! ,J) C 002:U2AC:3 
· SUH1CI,J):S UH1(1,J)tC \ (I,J) C no2;02AI :4 • 
41 SUM2(1,J):SUM2(I,J)+C 2 (1 1J) C 110?.: 02kb :5 ··-' 
so CONTINUE C 002:02C(l:2 
DO 44 I•t,G C OU?:O?Cc':3 -. 
DO 1.14 J11 I, G C oO?:(l2C4:0 .:::, 
EA(I, J ):TOTl(I,Jl/XN C !'02:02C~:o 
E8Ct,J)cTOT2CI,J)/XN C o v ?. : (I 2 C A : I -. 
HSEl(I,J): MSEl(J,J)/ ~N C O!l2I02CF:2 ...) 
~Sf2CI,J): HSE2CI,J)/XN C 00?:02D2:4 
•vcv( I, J)~AVCV(I,J)/XN C 1102:02Do:<' ~ 
CV~S( I ,J)sCV~S(I,J)/XN C 002:021)C/:2 .••• .J 
CHSEl(I,J)•C~SEICI,J)/XN C no2:c,~OC:4 
CMSE2(11J)aCMSE2(J,J)/XN C 110;>: 021:. 0: i) 
' CMSE3(I,J)•CMSE3CI, J )/~N C C'0?.:1)2[3:2 ~ 
_.,, 
MOCI,J)sSUM(I,J)/X~ C 1102:02Fb:4 1.0 
"11 CI,JhSUMl(J , J)/l OJ C 002:02~B:S 
-114 ' M2CI,Jl•SUM2(I,Jl/X ij [. 00?;112Fl:O .::./ 
WRITE ( 16 180) C 002:02 FA:3 
1;10 FORHAT(/,10X, "ESlIM ATfD HO" ) C 002:02FE:2 ~ 
1..:·; I' i-,, .. 
-
--. 
Ct.LL OlPUT(l10) C 0 
WRITE(l6,81) C 00?:l'?FF:1.1 ... 
8 I FORM4T("0",19X,"MI•) C 00?:03'13:2 
CALL OTP UT (111 l C !102: 1)3t' 3: 2 
WRITE(lb,82) C 002:oJna:Q .., 
62 FORH.T(•o•,1qx,"M2") C ('10,';l)J0!<:2 
CALL OTPUT(M2) C <'0?:oJol'l :2 
WRITE(lb,89) C 00?.: 0309: I.I 
-89 FOAMAT(//,5~,"MEAN SQUA~E e:RROR MO") C ti O ? : ('I 3 O D : 2 
CHL OlPUT CCMSEt l C 1102:nJoD:2 
WRITE(lt,,90) C nO?:OJnE:ll ..., 
90 FOAM4T("0",22X,"MI") C 002 :0312:2 
CALL 0TPUT(CMSf2l C 00211'3121?. 
WRITE(lo,91) C Oh2:".l313:ll 
" 91 FORMAT("0",22 X,"H2") C no;>:0317:2 
CALL OTPUT(CMSE3) C 002 :'l 317:2 
WRITE(lb,83) C o0?:03lb:IJ v 
83 FORM•TC//,IO X, "ESTJM.AT~D C"l C 00?:031C:2 
CALL OTPUT(f.A) C 1102:n3tC:2 
;jRJTEC1o,84) C (lO?:OJJD:1.1 ~ 
84 FORHAT("0",19X,"E") C ()02:0321:2 
CALL OTPUT(E8) C 002:1'321:2 
wAITE(lb,85) C ou2:o322:4 w 
es FORMAT(//,SX,"ME4N SQUARE ERROR C") C 00?:032h:2 
CALL UTPUT(MSEI) C oo?:o:\t?.t,:2 
WRITE(l6,8b) C OD~:0'\;>7:4 " 
86 FORHAT(•o•,22x,•E•) C ('02:'l326:l 
CALL OTPUT(HSE2l C oo?.:1)3;,>o:2 
i,-RITEClo,87) C 00?:•>32<;;4 " 
87 FORHAT(//,10X,"ESTJMATED COVARhN CP) C 'l<'?.:(l33n:2 
CALL OTPUT(A\ICV) C 002:(133fl : 2 
WRITE(lb,88) C Ofl?.: o:q1: lJ .., 
88 FORMAT("O",Sx,"~EAN SQUARE ERROR Of COVARIANCE~) C 002:0335:? 
CALL OTPUT(CVMS) C 00?:o3~5:?. 
STOP C 002:0331>:4 
-F.NO C tl02:0337:3 
Q0~111B910 IS THE LOCATION FOR EXLEPltOtiAL ACTlr,N ON lHE J/0 STA H:MENT AT 002: 001:!2 
0021033Al2 IS THE LOCA TlON FOR l:XCEPT lONAL ACTION ON THE I/ 0 STATl"HF.NT H 002,0073 
-002:0.33814 IS THE LOCATTON FOR O CE:PT!ONAL ACTION ON THF. I/0 STA TrJ1FNT AT 002tOOblJ 
0021033010 IS THE LDC.A TI UN FOR FYCEPTIONAL ACTION O"I Tl-IE I/0 SH Tf::HENT ,H 0021 0055 
<)0?1033E12 IS THE LOCATION FOR f.XCEPT IONAL ACTION ON T Hf. I/0 ST.Alf.Mt.NT AT 002t'.10Ub w 
l)02&03lFIQ IS THE:: LOC/ITION FOR EXq: PTIONAL ACTION ON THE l/0 SU TF.HENT AT 00210000 
























0 . 56 
0 . 52 
6 . 
0.88 
0 . 84 
0 . 80 
"-76 
0 . 72 
0 .68 
0 . 64 
n.60 
n.56 
n . 52 
• = 0 . 96 
E[Kl,, - . E (p 1 1n 
~ 25 50 100 25 50 1()() 
0.058 0.6 54 0 .661 0 .6 57 
-0.005 0.005 0.025 
0 .1 46 0.683 0.679 0 . 698 
-0 . 005 0 .038 o. o8o 
0 . 250 0 . 681 0 .704 0 . 7211 J . 06o o .o8J o. ,32 
0. 357 0 . 693 0 .737 0.767 0.069 o . 16o 0.2 2'/ 
0 . 1+57 0. 718 0.752 0.781 0 . 099 0 .1 96 0 . 264 
0 . 545 0. 735 0 .716 o.a,, 0.144 0 . 259 o . ;.66 
0 . 620 0 . 756 0.796 o.8 2'/ 0 . 219 0 . 310 o . 444 
0 . 683 0 .7 63 0.818 0.8lt3 0.21.3 0.}82 0.5')4 
0.7?-4 0. 791 0. 823 0 .855 o. Y)O 0 . 424 0.567 
0 . 716 o . 8o3 0 .825 0 . 86 1 0-)53 0 . 475 0 . 621 
0 . 810 ~.ao, I o . 852 o . 866 0.371 0 .56 5 o .647 
Ta.ble '-$.l) Vel ut>s of I{ Kl and E (~ 
1
1 for e ele cted 
val ue e of 1p a.nd. 6 n n 
• = 0 . 92 
ltKln i:'[e11n 
I~ 25 50 I 100 I 25 ! c, , I ~iJO 
0 .049 0. 657 o . 664 0.654 0 ,001 0 . 012 0 . 028 
0 . 114 0.687 0.680 0 . 686 0 . 005 0 . 0'-6 0 . 079 
0.189 o . 686 0. 705 0 .-;09 0.07 2 o . og3 o. 12!, 
o.26q 0 . 699 0.735 0.745 fl.o82 o . 16o 0.208 
0 . 349 0,.:12~ u. 751 0 . 7:;6 0.,16 0 .199 0 . 240 
o .4 2b 0.7 40 \ Q. 782 0.783 0 .1 69 0.269 0.332 
0 . 496 0.772 0 . 783 o . 8oo 0 . 218 0.309 0.390 
0 .5 €-0 O.'n} O. i';I<, o.&>3 
I 
0.2'/} o.:,6, 0.437 
0 . 616 0.71 4 0 .8 20 0 . 825 0. 285 o. 432 0 . 516 
0 . 665 0 . 794 0.825 0.8 28 0.335 0 . 467 0.532 
_!able (,l..)J Val ue n of i'[x ~ and E u:, ~ for Mlecte d 





0 . 76 
0 .72 
o . 68 
o . 64 
0 .6 0 
0 . 56 




0 . 76 
'o .n 
0 . 68 
o.64 





• 0 . 88 
E[K 1- 'i:[p , t 
~ 25 50 100 25 50 100 
0 . 046 0 . 659 n.665 o. &51 0 . 005 0. 014 · 0.029 
0 .1 02 0 . 689 0 . 1>78 0 .6 76 0 . 012 0 . 050 0 . 078 
0 . 176 0 . 68il o.~·o> o.sr->, o.oao 0 .097 0 . 117 
0 . 233 0 . 70 3 0 . 728 0 . 728 0 . 0'/1 0 . ,58 0 . 196 
0 . }02 0 . 729 0 . 74'.> 0.737 o. 126 0 . 198 0 .?25 
0.}70 0 . 742 0 . 772 0 . 764 0 . 176 0 . 262 0 . }09 
0- 1135 0 . 77 1 0 . 773 0 . 778 0 . 22} 0.302 0.363 
0. 495 0 .771 0.7 88 0 .782 0 . 278 0 . 356 0 . 4C7 
0. 550 o. 774 o.8o8 0 . 802 0 . 291 o.~ 16 0 . 48 1 
':uble {4i...i) Valu.,.c. a f E(Klr: ar:d E (;, \ to r selected 
val uee of 1 and 0 
• " o . 84 
E[Kln s ft\ 
~ 25 50 100 25 50 100 
0 . 044 0 . 660 0 . 663 0 . 647 O. W/ 0 . 0 16 O. C29 
0.096 0.690 0 . 676 o . 668 0 . 016 0 . 052 0 . 07',' 
o. 154 o.688 0 . 699 0.687 Q. 086 0 . 09') 0 .1 15 
0.214 0 . 705 0 . 720 o. 7 l li 0 . 098 0.156 0 . 189 
0. 277 00725 0 .74 6 0 . 733 Q. 142 0.203 0 .2 3'/ 
0. 3251 0 . 753 0 . 749 0."/47 0 .1 &) ". '45 ::~;~ I 0 • ..09 0 . 753 0 . 766 0 . 753 0.240 0 . 298 
0 ., 54 C. 76 1 0 . 784 0 .773 0.,54 o. 355 o.4c-& 
Tnble "64 ) Vnlues of E[K \ ar\d £ (P1 \ !or selected 





n i Lt,\ 
0 I~ 25 50 100 25 50 100 
0.75 0 .0 55 o.666 0.657 0 .649 
-0.006 0 . 022 0 . 041 
0 . 70 0 .. ,,9 0.685 0.694 o.678 o.o'.,6 0 . 079 0.098 
0 .65 o . ,a8 0 . 7o8 o .6 "8 0.7o8 0 .111+ 0.103 o . 166 
o.6o 0.260 c .7)6 0.727 0 . 719 0 .,39 0 .1 92 0 . 227 
0 .55 0.})1 0 . 737 0 • .750 0.741 0 . 175 0 .247 0 . 289 
0 .50 0 . 400 0 .756 0 . 76, 0.7 46 0 . 263 0 . 315 0 . 3"3 
-
Table '4-ffi Yallh >11 01 E[K\ and £ [;
1 
ln for selec ted 
v&.luea of ,;, and 8 
• = 0.75 
--------L E [ K\ ~~~.in 
e I~ 25 50 100 25 50 I 100 : P1 
I --0 . 70 0 .. 054 0. 666 0 . 655 0 .61.5 -0 . 004 0.023 0.0!.1 
0.65 0 .. ,,5 0. 68, 0.( ,89 0.671 0 .0 59 0.079 0 . 096 
o.60 0.179 0.7 07 0.691 o.6'l/l .. 0 .11 7 0.102 0.161 
0 .. 55 0 . 246 0 .7 33 0.719 0.707 0 .11+, 0.189 0 .. 219 0.50 0.313 0.734 0 . 740 0.728 0.177 0.240 0.277 
0.45 0.3n 0.7 51 0 . 754 0.732 0.26, O. YJ? 0.329 
Table (~.e,) Value,:1 of~ Kl and£ (: 11 !or 6elected n n 
val ueis of 1P snd 6 
54 
